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WELCOME TO
PHOTOGRAPHY + FILMS

YOUR FOREVER STORY KEEPING IT LITTLE, FOR ALL THE BIG REASONS - There is

something seriously special about small, intimate ceremonies;) The serene, calm and all encompassing vibe
to an elopement can be unforgettable. Our goal is to capture rich, vibrant and authentic images that tell the
story and showcase the true emotions and energy of your, unique day! We offer photo + video services individually, or combined, and bundling both for your elopement is the best value.
We also offer location scouting and planning help for your small elopement. Finding the PERFECT SPOT
will depend on SO many factors - We're here to help!

OUR VISION & PHILOSOPHY WE ARE CREATIVES WITH A PASSION FOR
STORYTELLING. With each project, our mission is
simple: to tell each individual story in the most rich,
vibrant, authentic and amazing way we can.
We’re special in that we are a complete unit —
we work together regularly, we grow together,
and we know each other’s strengths + weaknesses.
We’re photographers, cinematographers,
producers, directors, writers, editors, and
dreamers. We want our quality to shine
through and for you to enjoy the experience
as much, if not more than the product itself.
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OH MY GOSH WE FREAKING LOVED EVERY MOMENT OF IT!!! Leah and Hank have
been absolutely amazing over these past 2 years! Their hearts for their business is truly
amazing. So blessed to have these two capture our day! They did wonderful and went above
and beyond our expectations! You guys are the best! Thank you!!! ~ Olivia + Jaime
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THE PROCESS
STEP

1

INQUIRY
Take some time to look around! Check out our website, Instagram and Facebook pages and see if you like our rich, vibrant and
authentic style;) Then, take a look at our packages and see if one perfectly suits your needs. If not, don’t worry, we can customize a
package just for you!
 ext, get in touch to see if we still have availability for your date! If we are available, we can either move forward with the booking
N
process online OR set up a phone/zoom consult to make sure you LOVE us - Your choice!

STEP

STEP

3

2

YOU WANT TO BOOK! CONTRACT
& DEPOSIT INFO Once you’ve made
the fantastic decision to choose us as
your entertainment, companions and
photo +/or video for the day - we will
get you set up with your personal client
portal login. This is where we can communicate about #allthethings
We require a 50% deposit and signed
contract to lock-in your date. Payments
are processed securely through Square.

SCHEDULING + PLANNING
In the time between making your deposit and your big day, we’ll work
with you, at the level you need, to make your day amazing! Some couples
have it all planned out and others need help with all the details! We can
help with locations and permits based on your number of guests and your
specific elopement needs.
We can work together to develop and tweak your timeline and set us up
for success! We’ll send you a detailed questionnaire about your day. This
questionnaire will ultimately make your photo + video better. I know that’s
putting a lot of pressure on a questionnaire, but it’s true! This will set the
foundation for getting to know each other and for us to capture who you
are in the most genuine way possible.

That’s it - your booked + you just
checked off another “to-do” on the list!!!
We can’t wait to work with you!

STEP

STEP

4

IT’s HERE!!!!!!
We’ve done this 100's times but every elopement is special, unique
and deserves our full attention. We always get there a little early
to scope everything out and make sure we’re ready!
We like to be super prepared and have EXTRA everything! We
use professional equipment and always have extra camera bodies
as well as a ton of lenses, flashes, video lights and audio equipment in order to capture every detail!
Relax, and keep the photography +/or videography portion of
your day to us! We like to keep it laid back and simple while giving
you just the right amount of direction. We want to capture all of
the details and help to make your day magic!!

LAB
PHOTOGRAPHY & FILMS
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EDITING + DELIVERY
Once your amazing wedding is over we will
start working on the 2nd half of our commitment to you - the EDITING! We take pride
in our personalized, in-house editing and are
super conscious of your final product!
 ou can expect a SNEAK of your photos on
Y
Insta or Facebook within the week so make
sure to FOLLOW us;) YOUR custom edited
photos will be ready in 4-12 weeks and your
full professionally edited highlight film will be
ready in 6-16 weeks.
We only take a certain amount of elopements so that we can exceed our deadlines
and FOCUS on exceptional service and
editing. You will get a password protected,
gallery link to view and download your highres files and for your photos and video!
 ext, we can figure out which images to
N
pick for your print credit! Custom designed
albums, Canvas or vibrant metal prints! ?!?

PRO TIP: Weekends are busy in Colorado. We highly suggest a weekday
elopement for an intimate and private ceremony and experience;)
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2023 ELOPEMENT

COLLECTIONS

HOURS
O F C OV E R AG E

PHOTO collections include print rights, secure on-line gallery, professional editing and high-res digital
download of photos. We also offer custom designed albums and a variety of print products and wall art.
PHOTO + VIDEO collections are the best value and you still receive all of the benefits of our single
service packages but with a couple of extra benefits like extra print credit and a discount!
VIDEO collections include drone footage (when possible), professional audio, lighting, music licensing,
voiceovers and editing to make so your final video looks and sounds amazing!

PHOTO + VIDEO
↓

VIDEO
↓

COLLECTION - P22

COLLECTION - P22V

COLLECTION - V22

$100 PRINT CREDIT

$200 PRINT CREDIT

2 minute highlight film

COLLECTION - P44

COLLECTION - P44V

COLLECTION - V44

$200 PRINT CREDIT

$300 PRINT CREDIT

2-4 minute highlight film

COLLECTION - P66

COLLECTION - P66V

COLLECTION - V66

HOURS

$300 PRINT CREDIT

$400 PRINT CREDIT

08 →

COLLECTION - P88

COLLECTION - P88V

$400 PRINT CREDIT

$500 PRINT CREDIT

→

PHOTO
↓

02 →

1095

HOURS

04 →

3995

$

2-4 minute highlight film
full ceremony video

4995

$

2495

2995

$

3-5 minute highlight film
full ceremony video

3-5 minute highlight film
full ceremony video

COLLECTION - V88

5995

$

2995

$

↑
Additional time
495/hr

2495

$

$

HOURS

$

2 minute highlight film

1995

06 →

1595

$

$

HOURS

3495

$

5-7 minute highlight film
full ceremony video

5-7 minute highlight film
full ceremony video

↑
Additional time
895/hr

↑
Additional time
595/hr

Don't see exactly what you need?! Reach out for a custom quote. * when possible with weather + venue restrictions.

→
→
→
→
→
→
→

VIDEO

ADD - ONS

PHOTO

Prices subject to change at any time.

2495

$

ENGAGEMENT SESSION 495-1195
Additional time 495/hr
Additional Photographer 145/hr
rehearsal coverage 695
Simple 10 x 10 Designed Album 995
Deluxe 15 x 10 Designed Album 1595
P R I N T S , C A N VA S E S + M E TA L S
available in a variety of sizes

→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→

Full Edited Ceremony Film 595
Additional Videographer 195/hr
additional time 595/hr
60 second teaser 495
full video of toasts 395
full video of 1st dances 395
additional 1 min added to film 395
rehearsal coverage 895
Live Stream 695
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All of the gorgeous scenery, sounds, movement
and motion brought together to tell your story.

At LAB, we focus on producing authentic and emotional films with quality content. Years of wedding
experience as well as preparation, timing, anticipation, proper equipment, great people skills and qual		
ity editing go into creating your film. Professional and custom editing is a huge factor in the quality of 		
your highlight film - We make sure your final product is a visually stunning representation of your LOVE!
A NOTE ON MUSIC SELECTION and LICENSING for your HIGHLIGHT FILM: Most music is copyrighted so
we just can't use any song you hear on the radio in your highligh film. Trust us, the artists, their labels and
YouTube do not like this;) We use an awesome music subscription service, and have thousands of amazing
songs to choose from. Picking the perfect song for your highlight film is one of the most important aspects
of an amazing highlight film. We need to make sure the pace matches the fooage from your day and that the
song(s) really represent the two of you! Don't worry - we have you and will choose the perfect song!

INCLUDES DRONE FOOTAGE when conditions allow

MORE ON: ELOPEMENT VIDEO

VIDEO has the amazing ability to create a
complete picture and showcase all of the
Spectacular moments of your day!

A work of genius! Totally blew our minds! Thank you so much Leah. We love the highlight
Thanks for everything you did for us! Leah is a very gifted and creative videographer. We were
lucky to have her capture the memories of our special day. She made us very comfortable and
created a masterpiece highlight film blended beautifully with music. She's very professional
and always receptive to improvise with a smile. We can't thank her enough!
~ Kanchan + Azhar
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LOVE LETTERS for
OMG Leah and Hank! We were both in tears! Between the video and the photos,
you guys really allowed us to have these memories forever and we are so grateful!! Also thank you for getting the photos to us so quickly!! They are so amazing
and so fun to look through. You truly captured the magic of our day!
~ Sammie + Justin

OH MY GOSH WE FREAKING LOVED EVERY MOMENT OF IT!!! Leah and Hank
have been absolutely amazing over these past 2 years! Their hearts for their business
is truly amazing. So blessed to have these two capture our day! They did wonderful
and went above and beyond our expectations! You guys are the best! Thank you!!!
~ Olivia + Jaime

I had the pleasure of working with both Leah and her husband on our wedding
day and the experience could not have been any better! Leah took charge when
we requested guidance and also went with the flow when I felt the need to take
charge with our family photos. I am absolutely IN LOVE with the work both
Leah and her husband provided! ~ Pri + Lindsee

It was such a magical day!!! Thank you for being so amazing! I’m obsessed with
them! And they just keep reminding me of what an amazing day it was! You
guys make us look so good! love them!! ~ Mimi + Matt

A work of genius! Totally blew our minds! Thank you so much Leah. We love the highlight
Thanks for everything you did for us! Leah is a very gifted and creative videographer. We were
lucky to have her capture the memories of our special day. She made us very comfortable and
created a masterpiece highlight film blended beautifully with music. She's very professional
and always receptive to improvise with a smile. We can't thank her enough!
~ Kanchan + Azhar

Leah & Hank did a beautiful job capturing our wedding day. They made us comfortable from the first meeting, and made our union & pictures fun and easy. Beyond that,
after my mother in law passed away just months after our wedding, they sent us a
beautiful montage of videos they had taken of her that day, and wouldn’t accept payment for it. They are amazing people and do amazing work. I recommend them more
than 100%!! ~ Melody + Shea
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REACH OUT ASAP TO CHECK AVAILABILITY!
tip: prime dates usually book 12-18 months out;)

rich.vibr ant.authentic
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